Decision tree technology has proven to be a valuable way of capturing human decision making within a computer. As ID3 select those attribute as splitting attributes which have different values whether it classify dataset properly or not. There is another drawback of ID3 which repeat sub tree many times and select same attribute many times. These drawbacks can be removed by the proposed algorithm. By the proposed algorithm firstly large volume of dataset which contain redundant instance are reduced. These redundant instance doesn't make any contribution to take decision hence can be deleted from the dataset. After reducing the volume of the dataset decision tree is constructed through rough set. The main concept of rough set theory is degree of dependency which is used in the proposed algorithm to select splitting attribute on the compressed data. Thus the proposed algorithm reduces the complexity of tree and in addition increases the accuracy. We have used some UCI machine learning repository. By the experimental result it is shown that proposed algorithm gives better accuracy and diminishes the complexity of tree.
INTRODUCTION
Now-a-days the data stored in a database and which is used for applications is huge. This explosive growth in data and databases has generated an urgent need for new techniques and tools that can intelligently and automatically transform the processed data into useful information and knowledge. Hence data mining has become a research area with increasing importance. Classification in data mining has gained a lot of importance in literature and it has a great deal of application areas from medicine to astronomy, from banking to text classification. The aim of the classification is to find the similar data items which belong to the same class. For example, as the tail length, ear size, number of teeth etc are the variables which may vary from one specie to another, the variables 'cat' and 'dog' will be determined according to the values of the other variables. Classification is a predictive model of data mining that predicts the class of a dataset item using the values of some other variables. Many algorithms have been introduced with different models. Classification algorithms may be categorized as follows: 1) Distance based algorithms 2) Statistical algorithms 3) Neural networks 4) Genetic algorithms 5) Decision tree algorithms Decision tree is widely used classification algorithm which can be useful for finding structures in high dimensional spaces and in problems with mixed data, continuous and categorical. ID3, C4.5 and CART algorithms are best known decision tree algorithms. The most commonly used ID3 algorithm uses information gain to measure impurity of the data. It selects condition attribute as splitting attribute which have highest information gain. The ID3 algorithm is simpler algorithm but it have strong disadvantage that it selects those condition attribute as a splitting attribute which have different attribute values whether this attribute contain noise or irrelevant information. ID3 algorithm also generates tree which contain repeated sub tree [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] and [5] .
In the proposed algorithm, rough set theory is used to select features (splitting attribute) and to reduce irrelevant data. In the proposed algorithm, initially duplicate rows or instance are eliminated which reduces the size of dataset significantly. After eliminating duplicate instance, degree of dependency of decision attribute on condition attribute is selected from the compressed data as splitting attribute that will best separate dataset into a particular class. By deleting duplicate instance processing of decision tree becomes faster and it also decreases the storing size of dataset. By the deletion of duplicate instance the degree of dependency of decision attribute on all condition attribute is calculated. If dependency of decision attribute on condition attribute is zero then this condition attribute is irrelevant and doesn't make any contribution to take decision. After calculating degree of dependency of decision attribute on condition attribute, the condition attribute on which degree of dependency of decision attribute has maximum is selected as splitting attribute. This process is repeated in every level until all samples are classified.
DECISION TREE AND ROUGH SET 2.1 Decision Tree Classification
The idea of decision tree algorithms is to analyze a set of so-called training samples each assigned a class label. The decision tree system splits the training samples into subsets so that the data in each of the descendant subsets is purer than the data in the parent super set. As a classifier, the decision tree can then be used to classify an unknown sample, i.e. a sample with no class information associated according to the previously analyzed training set. From more formal point of view, a decision tree method is a supervised learning technique that builds a decision tree from a set of training samples during the machine learning process.
For inductive learning, decision tree learning is attractive for 3 reasons: 1) Decision tree is a good generalization for unobserved instance, only if the instances are described in terms of features that are correlated with the target concept.
2) The methods are efficient in computation that is proportional to the number of observed training instances.
3) The resulting decision tree provides a representation of the concept those appeals to human because it renders the classification process self-evident [6] and [7] .
Rough Set
In 1982, Pawlak was introduced rough set theory. Rough set theory is a mathematical concept which is used to deal vague, imprecise concept. For example painting can be categorized into two category i.e. beautiful painting and not beautiful painting. But there is some painting which cannot be decided whether it is beautiful or not beautiful. This incomplete information which cannot be classified into particular class is called rough set. To deal incomplete information approximation is used. In the approximation, two crisp set are used i.e. lower approximation and upper approximation. Lower approximation consist all object that can be classified certainly. And upper approximation consist all possible information that can be certainly classified. Rough set theory has very large area of application like in medicine, finance, telecommunication, image analysis, pattern recognition, marketing etc.
Basic Concepts of Rough Set Theory
In 1985, Pawlak derived rough dependency of attributes in information systems. Some of the concepts of RS are given below:
Knowledge Base
In rough set theory, a decision table is denoted by T = (U, A, C, D), where U is universe of discourse, A is a set of primitive features, and C, D A are the two subsets of features that are called condition and decision features respectively.
Let a
A, P A, A binary relation IND (P) called the Indiscernibility relation, is defined as follows: IND (P) = {(x, y) U x U: for all a P, a (x) = a (y)} Let U/ IND (P) denote the family of all equivalence classes of the relation IND (P). For simplicity of notation U/P will be written instead of U/ IND (P). Equivalence classes U/IND(C) and U/IND (D) will be called condition and decision classes respectively. Let R C and X U, R X = U {Y U/R: Y X} and RX = U {Y U/R: Y∩X ≠ Φ} Here RX and RX are said to be R-lower and upper approximations of X and (RX, RX) is called R-rough set. If X is R-definable then RX= RX otherwise X is R-Rough. The boundary BNR(X) is defined as BNR(X)= RX -RX. Hence if X is R-definable, then BNR(X) = Φ.
Dispensable and Indispensable Features
Let c C. A feature c is dispensable in T, if POS ( C-(c) ) (D) = POS C (D); otherwise feature c is indispensable in T. c is an independent if all c C are indispensable.
Reduct and CORE
Reduct-A set of features R C is called a reduct of C, if T' = {U, A, R, D} is independent and POSr(D). In other words, a reduct is the minimal feature subset preserving the above condition. CORE (C) denotes the set of all features indispensable in C. We have CORE (C) = ∩ RED(C) where RED(C) is the set of all reducts of C.
Discernibility Matrix
Matrix entries for a pair with different decision value are list of attributes in which the pair differs [1] , [2] , [8] , [9] and [10] .
RELATED WORK
Many researches has performed on the decision tree based on the rough set theory. some of them are summarizes in the following:
In 2006, Zhang et al. presents [11] , which stepwise investigates condition attributes and outputs the classification rules induced by them, which is just like the strategy of on the fly. The theoretical analysis and empirical study shows that on the fly method is effective and efficient. They compared a proposed method with the traditional method like naïve bays, ID3, C4.5 and knearest neighbor. By the experimental result, a novel rough set approach gave better accuracy then traditional method. But accuracy determined by 10-fold cross validation the proposed method doesn't give best performance.
In 2007, Longjun et al. in [12] proposed a method to construct decision tree that used the degree of dependency of decision attribute on condition attribute for selecting the attribute that separate the samples into individual classes. First of all degree of dependency of decision attribute on all condition attribute calculated. The condition attribute having maximum dependency on decision attribute is selected for splitting attribute. Then this process is repeated until all samples are classified in individual class. They used four dataset labor, Monk1, Monk2 and Vote dataset are used to calculate accuracy of algorithm. A new method proposed in [12] gives higher average accuracy 78.2% than C4.5. This algorithm also produces limited node tree than C4.5.
In 2008, Cuiru et al. in [2] proposed An Algorithm for Decision Tree Construction Based on Rough Set Theory. They proposed a novel and effective algorithm in which knowledge reduction of rough set theory is used to reduce irrelevant information from the decision table. In [2] , first of all degree of dependency of all condition attribute on decision attribute is determined. The condition attribute which have highest degree of dependency is selected as splitting attribute. In case if there is more than two attribute which have same degree of dependency thendependability is used to select splitting attribute. They used weather dataset for experimental result and compared this result to the ID3 decision tree algorithm. The decision tree generated in [2] , consist limited node and produce simple and efficient decision tree.
In 2009, Baoshi et al. in [1] developed FID3 (Fixed information gain) algorithm. In the FID3, a new parameter fixed information gain is used to select splitting attribute. In FID3, attribute is reduced by calculating degree of dependency and then fixed information gain of each attribute is selected. The attribute which have highest information gain is selected as splitting attribute. FID3 algorithm removes the drawback of ID3 in which attribute is selected as splitting attribute which have different attribute values. There is one more drawback of ID3 is the instability of the decision tree built by information gain is removed by using fixed information gain.
In 2010, Baowei et al. in [13] proposed a new algorithm to construct decision tree. They stress on reducing the size of dataset and to eradicate irrelevant attributes from the dataset to reduce dimensionality. Firstly they reduced irrelevant attribute by the rough set theory then condensed the sample by removing duplicate instance. Subsequently they used the condensed dataset to construct decision tree by ID3 algorithm. From the experiments it is shown that the algorithm proposed in [13] improved greatly the number of attributes, the volume of the training samples, also and the running time. The results illustrate that the improved algorithm based on rough set theory is efficiency and robust, not only waste the store space of the data but improve the implementation efficiency.
PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 4.1 Steps of the proposed algorithm
In the proposed algorithm mainly three steps are performed: (1) Deletion of redundant instance (2) Selecting best splitting attribute to categorize data (3) Construction of Decision Tree
(1) Deletion of redundant instance
In rough set theory, information is represented as decision 
(3) Construction of Decision Tree
After selecting splitting attribute, branches are grown according to different values. These branches are grown until all data are classified.
The Proposed Algorithm
Input: The training sets; Output: A decision tree;
Step 1: Build a decision table T, C is the condition attribute set, D is the decision attribute set;
Step 2: Delete the redundant instance from decision table.
Step 3: Calculate r c (D) = │(POS C (D) │ / │(U) │ if r c (D)=1 then it shows that the decision table is completely harmonious; Otherwise it is inharmonious and should be simplified [1] .
Step 4: For each attribute in c, calculate r {c-ci} (D), then the result of k i =r c (D)-r {c-ci} (D) can be obtained. If k i =0 then C i is irrelevant and can't be used for splitting attribute.
Step 5: Choose splitting attribute with the highest ki as the root node. If there are several attribute having the highest value then -dependability is used.
Step 6: Grow branches according to different values c i , and the samples are partitioned accordingly.
Step 7: If samples in a certain value are all of the same class, then generate a leaf node and is labeled with that class.
Step 8: Otherwise use the same process recursively to form a decision tree for the samples at each partition; Example: The proposed algorithm is implemented by three dataset, one of the dataset fruit is shown in table 1 and decision tree constructed by the proposed algorithm is also depicted in the figure 3. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have used weather, sunburn and fruit dataset from UCI machine learning repository [14] for the classification. The accuracy of the decision tree is increased significantly by the proposed algorithm. We have used five-fold cross validation technique to determine accuracy. After testing the datasets the proposed algorithm gives 100% accuracy for weather and sunburn dataset whereas for fruit dataset 67% accuracy is encountered. The complexity of tree means total no of splitting attribute is greatly reduced by the proposed method. Since the proposed algorithm selects only relevant attributes as splitting attributes hence tree contains only limited node that is important to make decision. Thus tree contains limited no of rules as well as limited no of nodes. From the graph, it is clearly shown that the proposed algorithm has decreased complexity of tree drastically than ID3. ID3 produces large no. of nodes when size of dataset is decreased whereas the proposed algorithm gives less no. of splitting attribute while decreasing the size of dataset.
Fig 5: The Misclassification Of Data Or Error Rate Of The Different Algorithms.
If an instance is assigned to the wrong class, we say that it is misclassified. The predictive performance of a classifier is measured by its error rate. From the fig. 6 , it is clearly shown that the proposed algorithm classifies data with great accuracy than ID3 algorithm.
CONCLUSION
In the proposed algorithm, dimensionality of the dataset is condensed significantly by rough set theory which reduces the storage capacity and makes faster processing of the algorithm. It is observed from the experimental result that the proposed algorithm not only decreased dimensionality of the dataset but also provide best result than ID3 algorithm. The proposed algorithm has also contributed to reduce noise and irrelevant information from the tree. From the experimental result on the dataset shows that the proposed algorithm serves a good classifier which generates less no. of nodes and removes irrelevant information from the tree and produces efficient tree. 
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